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The performance of nanophotonic building blocks such as photonic wires and photonic crystals are rapidly
improving, with very low propagation loss and very high cavity Q-factors being reported [1]. In order to facilitate further
improvements in performance the ability to quantitatively measure topological imperfections such as sidewall roughness on
a sub-nm scale becomes essential [2]. In this paper we use atomic force microscopy (AFM) on tilted samples to obtain the
most detailed sidewall roughness measurements yet on nanophotonic structures.
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Fig. 1: (a) AFM measurement geometry with 00 scan direction indicated; (b) Roughness features along two directions of a
1.2ptm long, linear sidewall section in GaAs. Point-like defects common to both measurements are indicated by arrows.
The measurements were performed using a tapping mode AFM on samples that could be tilted up to 20° to better
sample near-vertical sidewalls (fig. 1 a). The AFM tip used here had a 1.5ptm long extension with a 50 half-cone angle and a
tip radius <15nm (Nanosensors Inc.). An example of a measurement on a 150nm deep, linear sidewall in GaAs is shown in
fig. lb. Due to slow drift and line-wise distortions, roughness is best revealed along the fast-scan direction: in our case either
perpendicular (0°) or parallel (90°) to a sidewall, as seen from above. Along the 0° scan direction a number of nearly
equidistant bands are revealed which match the cyclic GaAs etching used during fabrication. The 90° scan direction reveals
a less uniform, curtain-like pattern which is likely associated with roughness of the etch mask. Point-like defects are
common to both measurement directions, examples are indicated by red arrows. The roughness features shown here extend
roughly +1.5 nm normal to the slope surface. For 160nm diameter holes in a photonic crystal similar results were obtained,
however the small hole size lead to scanning artifacts from probe - meniscus layer interactions so that measurements could
only be done near the hole center-line.
The measurements presented here represent, to the best of our knowledge, the highest resolution and most
quantitative assessment yet of sidewall roughness in photonic wires and photonic crystals. The technique of tilted AFM is
non-destructive in nature and can reveal both point-like defects, vertical curtains and horizontal bands which can be related
to various fabrication steps which is essential for further optimization of device performance.
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